FULL – DAY
Camargue – Aigues Mortes – Port Camargue
Departure from Marseille at 9.00 am return at 17.00 pm

The Camargue is a beautiful wilderness, covering over 80000 hectares of unspoilt marshes and natural reserves and is renowned
the world over. It was on the edge of this vast natural reserve, famed for its wild horses and bulls and over three hundred species
of birds that Port Camargue was created in 1967.
The Camargue also holds the secret of bull running traditions open to all, a sport which takes place throughout the season at the
Grau du Roi Arena just 15 minutes from the port by bicycle or 30 minutes by foot.
You can also explore the bull ranches with their branding ceremonies followed by typical Camargue evenings where the gypsies
transport you into their musical world, unrivalled anywhere else.

Aigues Mortes : A fortified village, where you will follow in the footsteps of Saint Louis. This preserved landscape will plunge
you into an amazing wildlife : horses, cattle et rare birds. It is also possible during the excursion to rent a bike, ride horseback or
even rent a boat. Depending on the season, you may participate in a « ferrade ».
The origin of Aigues-Mortes goes back a long way. Men used to collect salt, to tame the whims of a wild nature, and a malarial
climate long before King Louis IX came in the XIIIth century to glorify the history of these sites.
Henceforth Aigues-Mortes, a withdrawn medieval witness, evolves and surprises, crossing inexorably wars, conflicts, times of
peace, centuries of glory and misery. Its towers and ramparts are marked by time, haunted by the mystery of their resistance.
Nowadays, Aigues-Mortes preserves its traditional games with bulls. Centre of Camargue gastronomy, it turns to the
Mediterranean sea and combines the secret of the past and the charm of the future.
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Port Camargue :
Walkers can enjoy the several kilometres of quaysides for an intensive breath of fresh air or a family stroll. Life at the resort is set
to the rhythm of the maritime activities, but the quaysides have become an attraction in their own right where walkers and cyclists
can enjoy the ambient peacefulness and charm.
They are surrounded and bordered by a wide variety of Mediterranean plants shops, cafés and restaurants are there to welcome
you and make the pleasure last.
That's the way things go at Port Camargue, a voyage of discovery, following your whims and desires, making the most of an
exceptional site entirely dedicated to the well being of its visitors, sailors or passers by.
The Beach : These stretch over some 18km of fine golden sand, bordered gently by the warm Mediterranean sea. From Boucanet
to the Espiguette, a truly unspoilt wild beach in the heart of the Camargue, unwind, relax, let yourself go.
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